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Abstract: We analyze the high-order harmonics generation using 1 kHz and 100 kHz lasers by
ablating different rotating targets. We demonstrate the high average flux of short-wavelength
radiation using the latter laser, while comparing the plasma formation conditions at different
pulse repetition rates. The analysis of harmonic stability in the case of the 100 kHz experiments
showed the two-fold decay of the 27th harmonic generating in silver plasma after 3.5×106

shots. The advantages of shorter pulse–induced ablation for the improvement of harmonic
generation stability are demonstrated. Two-color pump of plasma, resonance enhancement of
single harmonic, and quasi-phase matching studies are presented for 1 kHz laser applications.
The formation of modulated multi-jet plasma on the plane and curved surfaces during ablation by
100 kHz pulses is demonstrated. In the case of the 25th harmonic of 1030 nm radiation (E=30 eV)
generated during experiments in carbon plasma, at 100 kHz and 40 W average power of driving
pulses, 0.4mW of average power for single harmonic in the 40 nm spectral range was achieved.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

High-order harmonic generation (HHG) during propagation of ultrashort laser pulses through
gases [1] and laser-produced plasmas (LPPs) [2] is a well-developed method for the formation
of coherent extreme ultraviolet (XUV) sources. LPPs are considered as media that allow the
observation of different physical and optical processes during HHG, which one can hardly realize
in the gaseous media. Among them are the resonance-induced enhancement of single harmonic
[3], nanoparticle-induced growth of HHG conversion efficiency [4], quasi-phase matching (QPM)
in the spatially modulated plasma allowing the enhancement of groups of harmonics in different
XUV ranges [5], etc.

Despite these advantages of HHG in LPPs, the application of high-pulse repetition rate lasers
gave rise to issues that pertain to the insufficient stability of the formed plasma plumes, which
causes a decay of harmonic yield after a few hundred thousand shots on the target surface. This
problem does not exist with 10Hz class lasers. However, when using kHz class driving lasers the
formation of craters on the surface of the studied materials, during ablation of the same spot of
the target, becomes inevitable. The up-and-down movement of the target can, to some extent, be
used for resolving this issue of the instability of plasma characteristics, but cannot alone fully
resolve it.
The rotation of target can notably diminish this problem in the case of 1 kHz lasers. In

such case, the formation of stable weakly ionized plasmas from laser ablation of solid targets
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using a 1 kHz pulse repetition rate lasers can be used for stable high-order harmonic generation
from plasma plumes [6]. The developed technique allowed achieving the long-term stability of
harmonic yield.
The justification in finding optimal procedures for improving the stability of the harmonics

generating in LPPs is related to the observations of the advanced properties of plasma harmonics
over gas harmonics [7]. Particularly, the HHG conversion efficiency in some plasma plumes was
one order of magnitude stronger compared with in-gas HHG efficiency [8]. Earlier reported
analysis of plasma formation by pulses of different duration [9] also pointed out the importance in
determining the optimal conditions of laser-target interaction in the case of high-pulse repetition
rate sources of coherent IR radiation. All these requirements for stability of plasma play
exceptionally crucial role in the case of the application of a new generation of lasers operating at
two orders of magnitude larger pulse repetition rates (100 kHz and higher).

Here we report the application of rotating targets for LPP formation and HHG at two ranges of
pulse repetition rates (1 kHz and 100 kHz). The latter case has never been studied, to the best of
our knowledge. We demonstrate the high average flux of short-wavelength radiation using 100
kHz pulses, while comparing the plasma formation conditions at different pulse repetition rates.
The advantages of shorter pulses induced ablation for the improvement of harmonic generation
stability are demonstrated. The formation of modulated multi-jet plasma on the plane and curved
surfaces during ablation by 100 kHz pulses is demonstrated.

2. Experimental arrangements

The experimental setup used in the presented investigations is shown in Fig. 1. The experiments
were carried out using two lasers: Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra Physics Ace) and Yb-doped fiber
laser (UFFL_300_2000_1030_300; Active Fiber System) operated at 1 and 100 kHz pulse
repetition rates, respectively.

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup for HHG using rotating target. DB: femtosecond driving
beam, SM: motor, RT: rotating target, HB: picosecond (or femtosecond) heating beam, LP:
laser plasma, DB+HB: driving beam and harmonic beam.

In the case of first laser (L1, λ=800 nm), ablation of targets to create the plasma plume was
carried out by pulses with durations of 200 ps and 35 fs. In the first case, the heating pulse was
created by splitting off a portion (2 mJ) of the uncompressed 200 ps laser pulses and focused
by spherical lens on the target surface for plasma formation. The remaining driving pulse was
compressed in a compressor and then focused into plasma plumes with 500mm focusing lens.
The driving pulse propagating through LPP was delayed with respect to the ablation pulse by
50 ns to allow the plasma to move away from the target surface to such extent, which allowed
converting pulse to pass at the distance of 0.2mm from the target surface through the densest
part of plasma without being clipped by the target. In the second case, the 35 fs pulse was split
by two parts, one of which being delayed with regard to other by 50 ns. This combination of
two pulses allowed formation of plasma by the first 35 fs pulse with second 35 fs pulse being
propagated through the LPP.
In the case of second laser (L2), we used two outputs that the system delivers through two

ports. The first port provided 250 fs, 1030 nm, 50–150 kHz, 0.3 mJ pulses that were used for LPP
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formation. The second port provided 37 fs pulses (1030 nm, 50–150 kHz, ∼1 mJ), which were
used as the driving radiation for harmonics generation. The experiments with this laser were
carried out at 100 kHz pulse repetition rate. The target movement and rotation system consisted
of three linear stages driven by stepper motors. The target was attached to an axis of the fourth
motor, which provided rotation with a variable velocity of rotation (from a few rotations per
minute (rpm) up to 150 rpm).
The 250 fs pulses from the first port were directed towards the vacuum chamber and focused

using a 300mm focal length spherical or cylindrical lens on the surface of target. The optimal
fluence and intensity of 250 fs heating radiation on the target surface were F = 0.5 J cm−2 and
Ihp = 2×1012 W cm−2, respectively. At these conditions of ablation we observed the maximal
yield of harmonics from different plasmas. We also used the nanosecond pulses from Nd: YAG
laser (5 ns, 1064 nm, 10Hz, 5 mJ) for ablation of targets using approximately same fluence to
determine the optimal delay between heating and driving pulses to increase the harmonic yield,
as well as to compare the harmonic yield with regard to the ablation using femtosecond pulses.
We also compared HHG from gases and plasma. The gas jet (diameter of nozzle 0.25mm)

was placed at the focal plane of the focused radiation and operated with a continuous Ar flow at a
pressure of 70 mbar.

The harmonic radiation was analyzed by an XUV spectrometer consisting of a cylindrical (or
flat) gold-coated mirror, a 1200 lines/mm flat-field grating and an imaging microchannel plate
detector with phosphor screen imaged onto a CCD camera. The difference in harmonic yields in
the case of different repetition rates of driving and heating pulses was adjusted by varying the
collection time of CCD camera. Commonly, this parameter was tuned for comparative analysis
of the harmonic yields generated from low and high repetition rate pulses. In the case of the 1
kHz repetition rate experiments, 10ms integration time of CCD was used, while for 100 kHz
case this value was equal to 60 µs. Thus in the case of 1 kHz laser we collected 10 shots for HHG
spectrum, while in the case of 100 kHz laser six shots were collected for a single spectrum of
harmonics.
The Al, In, Ag, C and Au rods were used for plasma formation on the rotating targets. The

targets (cylindrical rods with diameter of 15mm and length of 30mm) were installed on the
rotating motor as shown in Fig. 1, with the driving pulse propagating at a distance of 100–200
µm above the target surface. We also used silver thin foil wrapped around the stainless steel rod
to form the homogeneously ablated areas during the rotation of this target.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of harmonics stability from the 1 kHz and 100 kHz plasmas

The irradiation of the fresh surface of target by each next pulse is not a necessary requirement
for achieving harmonic stability. The heating beams can overlap on the target surface during
its rotation until the overheating notably changes the conditions of plasma formation on the
corrupted surface. During these studies, we used the rotating targets to exclude or diminish the
instability of harmonic yield caused by degradation of the surface during laser ablation. In the
case of 1 kHz repetition rate laser, the commonly used rotating speed was varied between 20 and
30 rpm for different targets. This rotation speed allowed achieving the stable harmonic output.
However, even at 5 rpm, the stability of harmonic yield was significantly better compared with
unmovable target. In the case of 20 rpm speed of targets, approximately 30 pulses overlapped on
the same spot.
In the case of ablation using 100 kHz pulses we used the rotating speeds up to 150 rpm for

generation of stable harmonics. In that case, approximately 400 laser shots were overlapped on
the same spot. At these conditions, the harmonic yield started to gradually decrease after some
time from the beginning of ablation. The increase of rotation speed up to 600 rpm did not allow
the improvement of harmonic stability. Thus in the case of 100 kHz ablation, the main factor of
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instability was the insufficient flow of heat out from the surface of heated spot. However, the
stability improved once we dragged the rotating target up and down. The optimization of this
vertical movement of the target allows ensuring reliable continuous generation of harmonics
from LPP.
Different harmonic orders can be used for analysis of the stability of harmonic yield. We

chose the harmonic order in the mid of the whole spectrum of generated XUV radiation in the
plateaulike range (15th to 55th orders). Figure 2(a) shows the variation of 27th harmonic from
the Ag plasma produced on the rotating target using 1 kHz, 200 ps, 800 nm heating pulses. The
35 fs pulses from L1 were used as the driving radiation for harmonics generation. The target
was rotated at a velocity of 10 rpm. The reasonably good stability, with variations of harmonic
yield not exceeding 5%, was maintained for a long time. In the case of abrupt stop of the rotating
motor the harmonic was significantly decreased. The moment of motor stopping is shown in
Fig. 2(a) by an arrow after 110 s corresponding to 0.11×106 laser shots from the beginning of
ablation. After that, the harmonic yield was decreased within 10 to 15 seconds down to ∼7%
compared with the case of rotating target. The change in the target rotation velocity did not lead
to a decrease in the harmonic yield as far as this velocity was maintained above 3 rpm. The inset
in Fig. 2(a) shows the harmonic spectrum from stable plasma produced on the rotating silver
target in the XUV range. The harmonic spectrum was extended up to 55th order (i.e. up to the
wavelength of 14.5 nm and photon energy Eph = 85.2 eV).

Fig. 2. (a) Stability measurements of the 27th harmonic generating in the silver plasma
produced on the target rotating at 5 rpm during 110 s from ablation using 1 kHz, 800 nm,
200 ps pulses (laser L1). The harmonic was abruptly decreased once the motor stopped
after 110 s from ablation (shown by the arrow). Inset: HHG spectrum from Ag plasma. (b)
Stability measurements of the 27th harmonic generating in Ar gas (red thin curve) and Ag
plasma (blue thick curve) produced on the target rotating at 100 rpm during 35 s from the
beginning of ablation using 100 kHz, 1030 nm, 250 fs pulses (laser L2). The harmonic was
almost disappeared at the moment when the target was stopped (shown by the arrow). Inset:
HHG spectrum from Ag plasma.

In the case of L2, the stability of harmonics from LPP was worsened. Figure 2(b) shows the
decay of 27th harmonic yield from the plasma produced on the rotating Ag target by 100 kHz
pulses within first 35 seconds from the beginning of ablation (blue thick curve) corresponding
to 3.5×106 shots. When the motor stopped, almost all harmonics disappeared except of a few
lowest orders. These experiments were carried out at 100 rpm. The increase of rotation velocity
(up to 150 rpm) did not lead to improvement of the stability of harmonic yield, probably, due to
the overheating of the target area and craters formation. Meanwhile, the harmonic generation
from gas target was stable within the whole set of similar experiments using 100 kHz pulses (red
thin curve). The inset in this figure shows the harmonic spectrum from Ag plasma extended up to
the 43rd order (λ=23.9 nm, Eph = 51.8 eV). Notice that we achieved higher conversion efficiency
of lower-order harmonics in LPPs compared with HHG in argon gas even at the conditions
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when concentration of particles in plasma was lower than in gas (3×1017 and 3×1018 cm−3,
respectively).
The application of 1 kHz laser (L1) for HHG in other LPPs (Au, Al) showed similar features

like those presented in Fig. 2(a). The difference between the dynamics of harmonic decay after
motor stopping was observed once we used picosecond or femtosecond pulses as the heating
radiation. Figure 3(a) shows the decay of the 19th harmonic generated in the Al LPP produced by
35 fs (blue thick curve) and 200 ps (red thin curve) pulses. The decay of 19th harmonic started at
the moment when the motor with aluminium rod was stopped (black arrow). One can see that the
decay down to 10% of the stable level of harmonic yield was achieved within 7 seconds from
stopping the motor in the case of 200 ps heating pulses, while in the case of 35 fs heating pulses
this decay was less abrupt (12 s).

Fig. 3. (a) Decay of the 19th harmonic generated from the Al LPPs produced by 35 fs, 1
kHz pulses (blue thick curve) and 200 ps, 1 kHz pulses (red thin curve) after stopping the
motor rotating aluminum rod (shown by arrow). (b) Spectral distribution of the harmonics
generated by 800 nm, 35 fs driving pulses in the stable LPP produced on the rotating Al rod
using femtosecond (thick blue curve) and picosecond (thin red curve) heating pulses.

The purpose of stopping the rotation of motor was to show how fast the impeding factors
originated on the overheated target surface destroy the maintenance of “optimal” plasma in the
case of ablation by 200 ps or 35 fs pulses. The motivation of those experiments using 1 kHz
heating pulses of different duration was to show that femtosecond pulses lesser modify target
surface compared with picosecond pulses at approximately similar fluence of both pulses on the
target surface (∼1 J cm−2). These findings are even more important for the case of 100 kHz pulses.
Earlier report on this decay of harmonics from 1 kHz LPP [6] was aimed in demonstration of the
worsening plasma formation conditions in the case of the picosecond ablation of stopped target.
During present studies, the difference between the dynamics of harmonic decay was observed
once we used either picosecond or femtosecond pulses as the heating radiation from 1 kHz laser.
Thus we underline the preference in ablation of rotating target by shorter (35 fs) pulses rather
than longer ones (200 ps) at 1 kHz repetition rate. This finding was used during our following
experiments with 100 kHz laser when we applied the 250 fs pulses for plasma formation on the
target surface.

The observed difference of the harmonic intensity decay after stopping the rotating target can
be explained by the depth of the crater formed by different heating pulses, which depends on the
duration of the ablating pulses [10,11]. The total heat penetration depth (l) in materials depends
on the optical penetration depth (la) and thermal penetration depth lt in metals (l= la + lt) and in
metals actually equal to lt, which is mostly determined by pulse duration, lt = 2(Keτp)0.5 [11].
Here Ke is the heat conductivity due to electrons and τp is the pulse duration. The width of the
heat-affected zone in metals can be estimated from this relation, as long as laser pulse duration
exceeds electron-phonon relaxation time. Shorter pulses reduce this zone and make the ablation
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process more uniform and stable. Meanwhile, the deeper crater in the case of heating picosecond
pulses compared to femtosecond pulses causes the worsened conditions for the optimal LPP
formation. The results of our studies corroborated with the theoretical consideration of surface
modification by different ablating pulses described by above relation.
In Fig. 3(b), the spectra of the harmonic spectra generated in Al LPP using different 1 kHz

heating pulses are shown. In the case of ablation by 35 fs pulses, we achieved the extension
in the harmonic cutoff energy up to 57.3 eV (λ=21.6 nm, 37H), which was notably larger than
the harmonic cutoff observed in aluminum plasma produced by 200 ps pulses (Eph = 38.7 eV,
λ=32 nm, 25H). This extension of cutoff can be attributed to the involvement of double charged
Al ions with higher ionization potential. Similar extension has earlier been reported in the case
of manganese plasma [12].

3.2. Two-color pump of the plasmas produced on the rotating targets by 1 and 100
kHz pulses

The two-color pump (TCP) scheme of HHG in LPPs was performed using two orthogonally
polarized 800 nm and 400 nm driving pulses (L1) and 1030 nm and 515 nm driving pulses (L2),
respectively. In the case of L1, the second harmonic generation (SHG) at λ=400 nm was achieved
using a 0.2mm thick barium borate (BBO) crystal, which was inserted inside the vacuum chamber
on the path of the 800 nm fundamental radiation. The SHG conversion efficiency was ∼3%, so
in the plasma area the ratio of fundamental and second harmonic intensities was 33:1, which
corresponded to the 5.7:1 ratio of the amplitudes of fundamental and second harmonic waves.
Even this small part of second field allowed generation of almost equal odd and even harmonics.

The example of TCP (800 nm+ 400 nm) of the plasma produced on the rotating indium target
is shown in Fig. 4(a) (blue dashed curve). We observed the generation of odd and even harmonics
up to the 21st harmonic. In the meantime, the application of single-color pump (SCP, 800 nm) at
similar conditions (i.e. by removal of BBO from the path of 800 nm beam) led to generation
of weaker harmonics (red solid curve). The application of TCP allowed the generation of even
harmonics. Some of them (12H, 14H) were close to the ionic transition of indium possessing
large oscillator strength, which led to the enhancement of those even harmonics, alongside with
H13. Application of Al rotating target for TCP at similar conditions demonstrated the generation
of equal gradually decreasing odd and even harmonics (Fig. 4(b), blue dashed curve). HHG
using SCP scheme also showed the similar gradually decreased odd harmonics (red solid curve).
In both cases (In and Al rod targets) we used picosecond pulses as heating radiation.
Figure 5 shows the raw images of harmonic spectra generated in (a) silver plasma and (b)

argon gas in the case of SCP and TCP at 1 kHz pulse repetition rate. The presentation of the
images of HHG spectra collected by CCD camera can visually demonstrate various features of
this process. These spectra were collected using flat gold-coated mirror in XUV spectrometer,
which allowed the analysis of the divergence of high-order harmonics, alongside the observation
of the variations of phase matched conditions along the XUV spectra range.
The harmonic spectra at two regimes of pumping (SCP, TCP) of the silver plasma produced

on the rotating Ag rod are presented in Fig. 5(a). One can see the enhancement of harmonic
yield during SCP of Ag LPP in the case of higher orders of harmonics compared to the lower
orders (upper panel). Also we noticed larger divergence of the harmonics belonging to the shorter
wavelength range, contrary to the common rule of wavelength-dependent divergence (θ) and
sizes (d) of harmonic beam (θ(d) α λ). This deviation is related to the prevailing influence of the
collective effect of phase matching for the shorter-wavelength harmonics, which caused their
stronger yield.

Another pattern of harmonic distribution appeared in the case of TCP (bottom panel). One can
see the gradually decreased harmonic yield for both odd and even harmonics, alongside with the
decrease of divergence for each next harmonic order. One can also admit the significantly larger
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Fig. 4. (a) Spectral distributions of the harmonics generated in the indium plasma using
SCP (800 nm) and TCP (800 nm+ 400 nm) in the case of 1 kHz laser. Blue dashed curve
shows the odd and even harmonics obtained in the case of TCP and red solid curve shows the
odd harmonics obtained in the case of SCP. The SHG conversion efficiency in TCP scheme
was equal to 3%. (b) Spectral distributions of the harmonics generated in the aluminum
plasma using SCP and TCP. Blue dashed curve shows the odd and even harmonics obtained
in the case of TCP and red solid curve shows the odd harmonics obtained in the case of SCP.

Fig. 5. Raw images of harmonic spectra from LPP and gas using 1 kHz pulse repetition
rate. (a) HHG in silver plasma using single color (upper panel) and two-color (bottom panel)
pump schemes. (b) HHG in Ar gas using single color (upper panel) and two-color (bottom
panel) pump schemes.

harmonic yield in the case of TCP compared with SCP, as well as similar intensities of neighboring
odd and even harmonics. This advantage of using TCP has already been demonstrated during
HHG studies in gases and plasmas (for example [13,14]). The difference in harmonic divergence
can be attributed to the recombination process of ionized electron through the long or short
trajectories.
In the case of TCP of silver plasma (bottom panel of Fig. 5(a)), stronger lower order odd

and even harmonics gradually decreased towards the shorter wavelength range. These results
also underline the significant increase of harmonic yield in the case of the presence of very
weak second harmonic field (2 to 6% of the intensity of fundamental wave, depending on the
thickness of used BBO crystal), which, in the case of gas HHG, was attributed to the formation
of a quasi-linear field and higher ionization rate compared with SCP [13].
We compared these spectra from LPP with those from Ar gas. In the case of SCP (800 nm,

Fig. 5(b), upper panel), a gradual decrease of harmonic yield and divergence characterized the
behavior of HHG in gaseous medium. The comparison of SCP in plasma and gas media showed
the notable prevalence of harmonic yield from the former medium. We maintained approximately
similar concentrations of plasma and gas (∼3×1017 cm−3) during these experiments and used
similar intensities for the driving pulses (2×1014 W cm−2). The application of TCP of Ar led to
the appearance of even harmonics, which were stronger than the odd ones (bottom panel).
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Application of 100 kHz laser for TCP in plasma also led to significant growth of the harmonic
yield compared with SCP. We analyzed the role of second field in the variations of the harmonic
intensity generated in the plasmas produced on the rotating targets. Different thicknesses of BBO
and velocities of target rotation were used to optimize the harmonic yield. Figure 6 demonstrates
different conditions of HHG in the silver plasma produced by 250 fs, 1030 nm, 100 kHz, 0.25 mJ
pulses. We used two silver samples: silver bulk rod and thin silver film wrapped around stainless
rod to analyze whether heat transfer inside the target depends on the thermal conductivity of
samples. SCP of the plasma produced on the bulk rod rotated at 30 rpm led to generation of
harmonics only up to the 17th order (Fig. 6(a), upper panel). These conditions of harmonic
generation using 1030 nm radiation were notably worse compared with the above-studied case
(compare with Fig. 5(a)). The application of 0.1mm thick BBO allowed generation of a few even
orders during TCP of silver plasma (up to 14H, Fig. 6(a), second panel from the top). Though
the overlap between 1030 and 515 nm pulses in the area of LPP was perfect in the case of using
this thin crystal, the small ratio of the amplitudes of overlapped 515 nm and 1030 nm pulses did
not allow the generation of strong odd and even harmonics.

Fig. 6. TCP of silver plasma produced at 100 kHz pulse repetition rate. (a) HHG in the
plasma produced on the rotating bulk silver rod. Upper panel corresponds to SCP and
30 rpm of target, while other panels correspond to TCP. Second panel corresponds to TCP
using 0.1mm thick BBO. Two other panels were obtained using 0.4mm thick BBO at 30
and 15 rpm of bulk Ag rod. (b) Upper panel: HHG using TCP of the plasma produced at a
fluence F=1 J cm−2 on the silver thin film rounded the stainless steel rod. Approximately
similar spectrum was obtained with regard to the Ag bulk rod. Bottom panel shows the
plasma spectrum without harmonic emission once stronger excitation of thin film (F=4 J
cm−2) leads to significant phase mismatch between the driving (1030 nm and 515 nm) waves
and harmonics.

Two bottom panels of Fig. 6(a) were obtained using 0.4mm thick BBO at 30 and 15 rpm of
bulk Ag rod. Third panel demonstrates a significant improvement of odd and even harmonics
compared with the application of 0.1mm thick BBO. SHG efficiencies in these comparative
experiments were 1.5% (in the case of 0.1mm thick BBO) and 4.7% (in the case of 0.4mm thick
BBO). Harmonics up to the 28th order were routinely obtained during this set of studies. The
application of thicker crystal for SHG can cause a temporal separation of two pumps (fundamental
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and second harmonic waves) due to group velocity dispersion in BBO. This separation did
not allow efficient generation of even harmonics in previous studies using 800 nm fundamental
radiation from Ti: sapphire lasers. Meanwhile, in the case of longer wavelength driving sources,
like Yb-doped fiber laser, the difference in group velocity dispersion of ω and 2ω waves was
smaller, which allowed the application of thicker crystal to produce larger amount of second
harmonic photons, while maintaining sufficient overlap with the fundamental radiation in the
area of LPP.
We compared HHG at two regimes of rotation velocities in the ablating silver rod (30 and

15 rpm; two bottom panels of Fig. 6(a)). The decrease of rotation speed did not cause the
worsening of harmonic stability, but rather improved the harmonic yield and cutoff (up to the 32nd
order; bottom panel). To analyze the role of heat removal, we used thin (0.1mm) silver film. The
upper panel in Fig. 6(b) shows HHG spectrum using TCP of the plasma produced on such film.
Notice that the thin Ag film was wrapped around a stainless steel rod, but the harmonic yield was
the same as for bulk silver (compare bottom panel of Fig. 6(a) and upper panel of Fig. 6(b)), while
steel has a much worse thermal conductivity than silver. This observation allowed concluding that
the thermal penetration depth has no significant influence on heat dissipation and correspondingly
HHG yield.
This assumption can be qualitatively considered when the heat distribution is calculated.

Previous study [15] allows to assess the surface temperature after applying the heating pulse.
It was pointed our that for the short pulses the widely used surface generation model can give
erroneous results compared to the more accurate volume generation model. Newertheless, both
models predict the relatively slow flow of heat inside the volume, which has been proven in the
case of the tungsten heated by 30 ps pulses. In our case, the application of 250 fs or 200 ps pulses
should also lead to the slow decrease of temperature along the depth of material. That is why
the expected similarity in surface temperature maps for the bulk and 0.1mm thick silver may
point out the similarity in the plasma formation and harmonic generation, which was proven in
our studies of these silver samples. However, the preferable flow of heat along the surface will
cause its accumulation in the case of high pulse repetition ablation of the same or nearby place of
rotated target and faster modification of the surface compared with 1 kHz laser. One has to note
that these estimates seem insufficient to deal with another problem occurring during overheating
of the same spot by multiple shots differently overlapped with each other at variable velocities of
rotating target. The issue, which can play a decisive role in that case, is the appearance of free
electrons in plasma cloud, which can destroy the phase matching conditions.
The conditions of plasma formation were chosen such that maximal yield of odd and even

harmonics as well as longevity of stable harmonics generation were achieved. The optimal
fluence of heating 250 fs pulses in these conditions was found to be F=1 J cm−2. The increase in
fluence led to a decrease of both the stability of harmonic yield and the conversion efficiency.
The formation of denser plasma did not compensate the growing influence of free electrons that
appeared at these conditions. The free electrons are responsible for the abrupt deviation from the
optimal phase matching conditions for efficient HHG in LPP. The bottom panel in Fig. 6(b) shows
only plasma emission spectrum at the conditions when stronger excitation of thin film (F=4 J
cm−2) led to significant phase mismatch between the driving (1030 nm and 515 nm) waves and
the harmonics.
Similar results were obtained using other targets. Figure 7(a) shows the harmonic spectra

generated during SCP and TCP of Au LPP using 100 kHz laser. The upper panel demonstrated
the harmonic spectrum obtained during SCP of the plasma produced by 250 fs pulses on the
surface of gold ring. Two other panels were obtained using TCP of Au LPP when 0.1 and 0.4mm
thick crystals were used for SHG. One can see the similarities of the harmonics generated in gold
(Fig. 7(a)) and silver (Fig. 6(a)) plasmas.
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Fig. 7. SCP and TCP of different plasmas using 100 kHz laser. (a) HHG in Au LPP. Upper
panel shows the harmonic spectrum obtained during SCP of the plasma produced by 250
fs pulses on the surface of gold ring. Two other panels were obtained using TCP of Au
LPP when 0.1 and 0.4mm thick crystals were used for SHG. (b) HHG in the carbon plasma
produced on the graphite rod. The 0.1mm thick crystal was used for SHG and TCP of C
LPP.

The application of soft material (graphite) for HHG worsened the stability of harmonics,
while the harmonic yield at these conditions was higher compared to the case of ablated metals.
Figure 7(b) presents the SCP- and TCP-induced HHG spectra in the carbon plasma produced on
the graphite rod. 0.1mm thick crystal was used for SHG and TCP of C LPP. Similar to the case
of metal plasmas, the weak orthogonally- polarized second field did not improve the whole yield
of harmonics and allowed generation of only a few even harmonics, which were notably weaker
than the odd ones. However, even in these unfavorable conditions the HHG yield of the lower
order harmonics was two to four times stronger compared with metal LPPs. The reasons for
appearance of enhanced harmonics in the case of carbon LPP could be attributed to formation of
the nanoparticles in plasma, which increased the recombination cross section for the accelerated
electrons and correspondingly amended the conditions of harmonic generation. The presence of
nanoparticles during these experiments was confirmed during analysis of the debris from ablated
graphite deposited on the nearby substrates.
The main goal of this work was to demonstrate the harmonic generation from the plasmas

produced by 100 kHz class laser. However, independently on which pulse repetition rate used,
the principles of optimal plasma formation are similar for the single shot, 10Hz, 1 kHz, 100
kHz, etc., cases. The term “optimal” refers to the conditions when the driving beam propagates
through the maximally dense plasma arriving on the pass of driving pulse, with minimal factors
decreasing harmonic conversion efficiency. The requirements to minimize the impeding factors,
such as phase mismatch, strong incoherent plasma emission and additional thermal loading on
the target surface, remain same for each of abovementioned regimes of pulse repetition rate.
One of the most important issues here is determination of the optimal delay between heating
and driving pulses. Once the same laser is used for heating of target by the part of radiation
followed with the convertion of femtosecond laser pulses in plasma, the delay between these
pulses becomes established by using the variable difference in the distances of propagation of the
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heating and driving beams towards the target. This is a very inconvenient procedure requiring
the constant re-adjustment of experimental scheme while adding some extension on the driving
beam pass in the case of using materials with different atomic weight.
Most convenient option to define the optimal delay for different ablating materials is the

application of the second source, like nanosecond Nd:YAG laser, digitally synchronized with
the main laser. The application of such scheme allowed precisely determining the optimal delay
between heating and driving pulses to achieve the maximal harmonic yield from the materials
possessing different atomic weight. The synchronization of two laser system allows controlling
the optimal conditions of HHG in laser-produced plasmas by changing the delay between heating
and driving pulses using digitally controlled facility rather than by applying the optical delay
between pulses used in previous studies, which does not allow the dynamic variation of delay
during experiments. The key feature of the used two-laser configuration is a possibility to control
the delay between heating nanosecond pulses and driving femtosecond pulses over long timescale
(up to a few hundred microsecond, which is important once one uses complex molecules and large
nanoparticles as targets) using the digital delay generator (DG535, Stanford Research Systems).
The delay between the heating and driving pulses was monitored on an oscilloscope using a fast
photodiode. We determined the optimal delays (50, 75, 150, 150, and 220 ns) in the case of C, Al,
Ag, In, and Au plasmas respectively. The knowledge of best delay between pulses for different
targets obtained during these studies was then applied during HHG in different plasmas using a
single laser, when we adjusted the delay between heating (250 fs or 200 ps) and driving (35 fs)
pulses using optical delay.
The additional task considered during these two-laser studies was the comparison of the

“nanosecond” and “femtosecond” plasmas as the media for HHG. In the case of 100 kHz laser,
we used the nanosecond pulses from Nd: YAG laser (5 ns, 1064 nm, 10Hz, 5 mJ) for ablation
of targets by applying approximately same fluence to compare the harmonic yield with regard
to the ablation using femtosecond pulses. Our studies showed that the use of shorter pulses
for ablation leads to better conditions of plasma formation, as well as lesser plasma emission,
allowing the achievement of stronger harmonic yield at similar conditions of experiments. These
studies confirmed the earlier reported results of harmonic generation in the plasmas produced by
femtosecond and nanosecond pulses [9].

3.3. Quasi-phase matching in the plasmas produced on the rotating targets

This method is based on the formation of conditions, when the coherent length of some harmonic
and a few surrounding ones becomes equal to the sizes of single plasma jet from multi-jet LPP.
The enhancement of a group of higher-order harmonics in plasmas due to formation of QPM
conditions has been demonstrated and analyzed using different approaches [16–18]. Most of
above QPM studies in LPPs were carried out using low pulse repetition rate lasers (10Hz). It is
obvious that the 1 kHz and higher class lasers provide an opportunity for enhancing the average
power of the shorter wavelength components in the generated harmonics.
To create multi-jet plasma, the heating pulses from L2 (250 fs, 100 kHz) were focused using

cylindrical lens. We installed the stainless steel mesh (sizes of open areas 1×1 mm2) in front
of cylindrical lens to modulate the spatial shape of focused heating beam. The first set of
experiments was carried out using the aluminum plane target.

The dynamics of plasma plumes ablated using femtosecond and nanosecond heating pulses is
very important for achieving the efficient HHG in plasma plumes. The ICCD camera (Andor)
allowed analyzing the dynamics of plasma formation and spreading out from the target surface.
We used the 20 ns frame gate and measured the position and emission of plasma at the moments
of 0, 20, 40, 60 ns, etc. from the beginning of ablation, while also varied the gate and acquisition
time from target to target. Figure 8(a) presents the plasma images at 18, 50, 80, 100, and 400 ns
from the beginning of ablation. Those images were obtained during ablation by single pulse of
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100 kHz laser. The left image shows the spreading plasma during ablation of Al plane surface
by cylindrically focused imperforated beam, while other images show the shapes of multi-jet
plasmas at different time scales from the beginning of ablation. Based on these plasma maps, we
determined 50 and 80 ns delays between heating and driving beams as the most suitable for the
driving pulse to efficiently interact with the densest part of LPP.

Fig. 8. Images of imperforated and perforated LPPs produced by 100 kHz, 250 fs pulses
on the plane and curved surfaces of aluminum. (a) Images of spreading plasma during
ablation of Al plane surface by cylindrically focused imperforated beam (left panel) and
perforated beam at different delays from the beginning of ablation (other panels). (b) Images
of spreading plasma during ablation of rotating Al rod by cylindrically focused perforated
beam at different delays from the beginning of ablation.

In the case of extended imperforated plasma, HHG will be suppressed due to the phase
mismatch between interacting waves since the length of the excited plasma containing large
amount of free electrons is much longer than the coherence length of highest-order harmonics
(i.e., the propagation length required for the phase mismatch to reach π). These conditions cause
the notable decrease or even full vanishing of those harmonics. The division of such extended
plasma on the group of jets equidistantly separated from each other (second to sixth images
in Fig. 8(a)) leads to formation of the optimal phase matching conditions between the driving
harmonic waves for some orders while maintaining high concentration of plasma components
allowing larger conversion efficiency for the specific harmonic. Tose images were taken using
the digital generator to control the delay between the heating 250 fs pulses and triggering time of
ICCD camera.
As has already been underlined, the application of the static plane target for plasma HHG is

not suitable due to overheating of target surface during application of 100 kHz heating pulses.
Because of this we also analyzed the perforated plasma jets formed on the rotating targets to
determine the conditions of the optimal anlation of targets to create suitable multi-jet plasmas.
Figure 8(b) demonstrates the images of spreading plasma during ablation of Al rod surface by
cylindrically focused perforated beam at different delays from the beginning of ablation. Such
geometry of curved plasma jets was used for the HHG at the conditions of QPM in the case of 1
kHz laser source. Notice that formation of similar conditions for demonstration of QPM in the
case of 100 kHz laser source is still under investigation and optimization due to above-mentioned
obstacles in stabilization of plasma formation.
The following set of studies shows the enhanced harmonics in the shorter wavelength range

of XUV from the plasmas suitable for QPM once one uses the multi-jet LPP produced on the
rotating target instead of the extended imperforated plasma formations.
Figure 9 shows the setup and results of HHG experiments using multi-jet plasmas produced

by 1 kHz, 200 ps pulses on the rounded surface. The experimental scheme shown in Fig. 9(a)
explains how the driving pulse propagates through the imperforated plasma (left panel) and the
set of plasma jets (right panel) produced on the rotating rod. In the latter case, different multi-slit
masks (sizes of slits 0.5×0.5mm or 0.2×0.2mm) were installed in front of the cylindrical lens.
Two sets of HHG spectra from modulated (blue dotted curve) and imperforated (red solid curve)
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indium LPP produced by 1 kHz pulse repetition rate laser are shown in Fig. 9(b). As already
mentioned, indium plasma allows the resonance-induced enhancement of a single low-order (H13)
harmonic of 800 nm radiation, while significantly suppressing the higher-order ones (Fig. 4(a)).
In described QPM studies, the resonantly enhanced 13th harmonic was normalized for two cases
of imperforated and perforated plasmas. One can see the following gradual decrease of harmonic
orders, with harmonic cutoff at 31st order, in the case of imperforated plasma (Fig. 9(b), red thick
solid curve). The envelope of harmonic spectrum drastically changed once the extended plasma
was replaced by the multi-jet one using the 0.5×0.5mm multislit mask (Fig. 9(b), blue dotted
curve). The enhanced 13th harmonic remained to be the strongest one along the whole set of
harmonics, while the notable growth of higher orders centered at around of 23H was observed.
The enhancement factor of up to 18× was achieved for the group of harmonics in the spectral
range of 20-40 nm.

Fig. 9. HHG using multi-jet plasmas produced by 1 kHz laser. (a) Experimental scheme.
Left pattern: HP, heating pulse; CL, cylindrical lens; DP, driving pulse; IP, imperforated
plasma; RT, rotating target. Right pattern: HP, heating pulse; MSM, multi-slit mask; CL,
cylindrical lens; DP, driving pulse; PP, perforated plasma; RT, rotating target. (b) HHG
spectra from modulated (blue dotted curve) and imperforated (red solid curve) indium LPP
produced on the rotating target. Resonantly enhanced 13th harmonic was normalized for
two cases. The enhancement factor up to 18× was achieved for the group of harmonics
in the spectral range of 20-40 nm. (c) HHG spectra from modulated (blue thin curve) and
imperforated (red thick curve) silver LPP produced by 1 kHz pulse repetition rate laser on
the rotating target. The enhancement factor of up to 44× was achieved for the group of
harmonics centered at the wavelength of 20 nm.

Similar features of HHG spectra from modulated (blue thin curve) and imperforated (red thick
curve) silver LPP are shown in Fig. 9(c). In that case we used the 0.2×0.2mm mask allowing the
extension of the group of enhanced harmonics to the shorter wavelength region. One can see
that, in the case of multi-jet plasma, the enhanced harmonics were observed in the spectral range
where almost no harmonic emission was obtained in the case of extended imperforated plasma.
Notice the decrease in the yield of low-order harmonics from multi-jet plasma. Meanwhile,
the enhancement factor of up to 44× was achieved for the group of harmonics centered at the
wavelength of 20 nm.

Silver plasma is a very attractive medium for generation of harmonics up to the sixties orders
of 800 nm laser radiation. The increase of the fluence of heating pulses causes a two-sided effect
on the harmonic distribution and harmonic intensity. Firstly, higher-order harmonics disappear
from the spectra of collected emission, and secondly, lowest order harmonics increase with regard
to the above-described “optimal” plasma conditions. In that case the harmonic distribution
looks like the one shown in Fig. 9(c) (red thick curve). Notice that H11 – H17 harmonics in
this spectrum are notably (up to ten to twenty times) stronger than those obtained in the case
of “optimal” plasma. The reason for the drop of the intensity of highest order harmonics is an
appearance of large amount of free carriers (electrons) dramatically changing the phase matching
conditions for those harmonics, while maintaining the affordable conditions for the lower-order
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harmonics. In other words, the coherence length for higher orders becomes notably smaller with
regard to the coherence length for the lower orders. Thus at the fixed length of plasma, only lower
orders become enhanced in the denser plasma.

The question arises how to maintain the generation of strong higher order harmonics at these
conditions of over-heated target? The answer is the use of extended dense plasma, which is
spatially modulated in such a way that the modulation period coincides with the coherence length
of high-order harmonics. In that case, the group velocities of fundamental and harmonic waves
become equal to each other only in a relatively narrow range of XUV spectrum. Correspondingly,
these conditions cannot be considered as the phase matched conditions along the whole studied
spectral range but rather for a part of it. That is why these conditions of harmonic generation
were classified as the nearly (“quasi”) phase matching suitable only for the specific XUV range,
rather than for the whole region of harmonics generation.

Thus QPM refers to the conditions when the phase matching between interacting waves occurs
only in a relatively narrow spectral range of harmonics generation. In that case the harmonics
lying out of this region are notably suppressed compared with the case of QPM-free conditions,
while the group of harmonics centered at the wavelength of some of them became strongly
enhanced (thin blue curve in Fig. 9(c)). To demonstrate this effect, one has to use a strong
ablation of target, when in spite of larger concentration of plasma the high concentration of free
electrons causes a notable suppression of all harmonics, especially higher order ones.
As we mentioned, the difficulties encountered during experiments with 100 kHz laser,

particularly the proper stabilization of plasma parameters, which is especially crucial in the case
when collective effects play a decisive role in HHG, did not allow us achieving the stable QPM
effect in the case of 100 kHz laser. The stable enhancement of a group of few harmonics was
suppressed by target degradation.
Our studies (Figs. 9(b) and 9(c)) confirmed that the curved shape of multi-jet plasma did not

prevent demonstration of QPM, thus showing that variable density of different jets interacting with
driving pulse is not an unavoidable obstacle, which prevents the coherent addition of harmonics
from different areas of rounded perforated ablation. The enhancement factors of QPM-enhanced
harmonics in the case of curved jet structures were only slightly smaller compared with parallel
multi-jet structures. This observation points out the limited amount of jets involved in collective
accumulating process of HHG allowing demonstration of the quadratic dependence of harmonic
yield on the number of separated plasma jets. To overcome the problem of heterogeneous
distribution of plasma density along the propagation of driving beam nearby to the rotating target,
one can modify the position of the rotating motor in such a way that its axis becomes parallel to
the direction of driving beam propagation, like it was demonstrated in [5].

4. Discussion

The main goal of this study was the analysis of the high-order harmonics generation in different
plasmas produced using 1 kHz and 100 kHz laser sources. The advantages of plasma HHG over
gas HHG have been demonstrated during last decade in numerous laboratories. The distinction of
former approach over latter one is not only the advantage in conversion efficiency demonstrated
by different research teams [3–5], but rather the availability in studies of new optical processes,
which were discovered during harmonics generation in plasmas and could not be realized, at least
until now, using gases as the media for HHG. Those include the resonance-induced enhancement
of single harmonic in different plasmas and applications of nanoparticles and quantum dots for
enhancement of harmonics. Meanwhile, the most important issue differing gas and plasma media
as the environment for harmonics generation is not the availability of formation of the coherent
XUV sources of emission, since similar sources are currently developed by different means, like
X-ray lasers and free-electron laser-based technologies, but rather the availability in analysis
of the optical and physical properties of almost all non-radioactive solid elements of periodic
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table through their transfer in the plasma state. Notice that, in the case of gas HHG, only a few
noble and molecular gases could be used for these purposes, contrary to a few thousand complex
solids, which notably increases the activity in the field of atomic physics, optics, and nonlinear
spectroscopy of those species.
A significant advantage of gas HHG is the availability in demonstration of the attosecond

timescale of harmonic pulses, though some early experiments (for example [19]) have demon-
strated that the plasma-induced harmonics can also be considered as attosecond pulses. Notice
that most previous attempts in measurements of pulse duration in the case of plasma HHG
experiments were stalked due to the problem in delivering a suitable amount of harmonic shots
for the analysis of their temporal characteristics. The larger stability of gas harmonics compared
with plasma ones allows carrying out these measurements within a few ten minutes. Particularly,
an attosecond streaking scan can be done in about 20 minutes at 1 kHz pulse repetition rate. This
time span is difficult to maintain for stable harmonic generation in the case of ablation using such
lasers. Meanwhile, if one uses 100 kHz laser then it should be possible to do these attosecond
streaking scans within 0.2 minutes, assuming flux levels similar to gas harmonics. So 35 seconds
of relatively stable harmonic yield demonstrated in present studies, which diminishes only by
two times during this time span, should be enough for attosecond streaking scans. Notice (a)
the higher conversion efficiency of harmonics from plasmas compared with gases and (b) larger
driving pulse energy of the used 100 kHz source with regard to earlier reported 100 kHz gas
HHG experiments, when fewer photons per laser pulse compared to a higher pulse energy 1 kHz
laser were employed for the attosecond streaking scans. These two advantages can also support
the temporal characterization and applications of plasma harmonics.
It is obvious that the HHG efficiency depends on the plasma density, laser pulse parameters

(intensity, pulse duration, contrast, focusability, etc.), background ionization, composition of the
medium, etc. These parameters cannot be exactly reproduced in different experimental setups
with different driving laser sources. However, previous experiments show that the ratio between
the harmonic yields from different plasmas remains approximately same even when being studied
in different laboratories. The density of the plasma in our 100 kHz experiments was optimized to
provide a maximum harmonic yield. Our estimates of conversion efficiency (10−5) approximately
match with previous studies [20]. Correspondingly, in the case of the 25th harmonic of 1030 nm
radiation (λ=41.2 nm, E=30 eV) generated during present experiments in carbon plasma, at 100
kHz and 40 W average power of driving pulses, 8×1013 XUV photons per second were emitted.

The measurements of conversion efficiency of high-order harmonics (∼10−5) from silver LPP
in the plateau region have also been reported in [21]. Thus we assumed that in our present studies
the 10−5 conversion efficiency for the harmonics in the plateau region was achieved. This value
refers to a single harmonic in this XUV region. Another estimate of conversion efficiency is
related with the comparison of the yields of harmonics from plasmas and gases in a single set of
studies. In our case, the intensity of harmonics from plasmas was at least one order of magnitude
higher than the one obtained from argon gas at similar laser intensities and particle densities. By
assuming the frequently reported efficiency of this process in argon (∼10−6) one can estimate the
10−5 conversion efficiency for plasma harmonics. Thus, at 40 W average power of driving pulses
used in present studies, the average power of single harmonic was 105 times smaller, i.e. equal to
0.4mW.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have analyzed the high-order harmonics generation using 1 kHz and 100 kHz
lasers by ablating different rotating targets. We have demonstrated the high average flux of
coherent short-wavelength radiation using latter laser, while comparing the plasma formation
conditions at different pulse repetition rates. The analysis of harmonic stability in the case of
100 kHz experiments has shown the two-fold decay of the 27th harmonic generating in silver
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plasma after 3.5×106 shots, while no decay in harmonic yield was observed in the case of 1
kHz ablation. Two-color pump of plasma, resonance enhancement of single harmonic, and
quasi-phase matching scheme were presented in the case of 1 and 100 kHz pulse repetition rates
of target ablation. The formation of modulated multi-jet plasma on the plane and curved surfaces
during ablation by 100 kHz pulses has been demonstrated. In the case of the 25th harmonic of
1030 nm radiation (E=30 eV) generated during experiments in carbon plasma, at 100 kHz and 40
W average power of driving pulses, 0.4mW of average power in the 40 nm spectral range was
achieved.

Notice that present work is a first step towards the formation of the stable plasma plume using
100 kHz class lasers, which needs additional efforts for maintaining stable harmonic yield from
such laser-produced plasma. We would like to mention the incompleteness in resolving the
stability issue for generating harmonics in the case of 100 kHz plasma. The possible scenarios
to overpass this issue by dragging the target up and down, alongside with target rotation at
optimal velocity, are suggested. Our preliminary experiments with manually movable target (e.g.
by pressing and releasing the target holder from the top of vacuum chamber) have shown the
perspective in stability improvement for harmonic generation from high-pulse repetition rate
plasma. The following plans include the programmable movement of rotating target up and
down, which can further diminish the instability issue.
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